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 CineBrass offers a rich harmonization of twelve fully parameter-able and configurable brass instruments. The UI has been
simplified and modernized in order to provide a more intuitive experience. It's the second project of its kind, the first being

‘Vox Hocket’, which was a free bonus with the purchase of Vox's ‘Chorus’. Vocals Chorus (VST, AU) Titled ‘Chorus’, this part
was created for vocals but it can also be used for brass, strings, or any other instrument that needs to be heavily plucked. The

Chorus brings a unique sound to any production, bringing a modern tone to any classic instrument. Features Simple UI (2
sliders, one for attack and one for decay) Extensive controls for tweaking the sound (3 band EQ with a boost/cut for each band)

Modernized UI to make it easier to navigate Tight integration with the parameters of other instrument Mixer is completely
configurable and able to output 12+ input signals 2 independent delay units 8 aux channels (2 auxes per instrument) 8 aux
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returns (2 aux returns per instrument) 4 dedicated aux return channels Supports most of the general VST and AU instrument
plug-ins The main difference between Chorus and Choral is that Chorus provides a level of control over the input channels,

whereas Choral would output a new channel for each instrument. The simplicity of the UI and the tight integration with other
instruments makes it a great plug-in for a variety of projects. Simplified UI (1 slider) Configurable aux returns Configurable
delay units (expressive modulation) 5 dedicated mono channels 2 stereo channels Supports up to 32 input channels Supports

many existing VST and AU instrument plug-ins Convert Chorus to Choral Chorus is an extremely flexible plug-in that can take
on many forms. For example, it can create a surround effect that would be perfect for backing vocals. Chorus is a great tool for

adding punch to any lead vocal or instrument. We offer a very simple conversion process for this plug-in. To perform the
conversion, simply drag 520fdb1ae7
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